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Seal Ring & QDW Lamination Collar V1.2

Sealing surface on the TASKA Lamination Collar (shown as solid grey area).
TASKA Prosthetics, 10 Nelson Street,
Riccarton, Christchurch 8011, New Zealand.

A waterproof Quick Disconnect Wrist

Caring for your wrist

If using a TASKA HandGen2 with a Seal Ring provided by TASKA, then you
may immerse both the wrist and the hand into water to the first opening
on the arm socket.

When using a TASKA HandGen2, care must be taken to maintain the
waterproof seal. Your Lamination Collar Kit includes a Seal Ring fitted to
your hand, and a sealing surface on the Lamination Collar itself
(see diagram over the page). Regularly check these parts for damage
such as tearing or deep scratches which could compromise the seal.

See Appropriate Use Guide for more details on the Limits of Use for your
TASKA Hand.
	TASKA Prosthetics is not responsible for the waterproofness of
the prosthetic socket that your TASKA Hand will be attached to.
Please discuss your socket’s waterproofness with your clinician.

	If you notice damage to the Seal Ring or sealing surfaces, the
waterproof seal may be compromised. Do not submerge your hand in
water above the Wrist Flexion buttons and contact your clinician.
Regularly clean the Seal Ring and sealing surfaces on your Lamination

Collar by wiping with a soft, damp cloth.

	If a serious incident occurs in relation to this device it should be
reported to TASKA Prosthetics and the competent authority of the
country you live in*.

	If there are signs of moisture on the electronics in your hand or
Lamination Collar, dry thoroughly before reconnecting the hand.
Contact your clinician if moisture appears regularly.
If using an MC Seal Ring Kit, note that this is only compatible with the MC
Forearm Endcap. Please refer to the relevant user guide for maintenance
instructions for that component’s sealing surface.
	Failure to follow these instructions may invalidate your warranty
(please see the warranty document for full details).

Seal Ring (shown as solid grey).

* EU only.

